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Clubs join
effort to
postpone
execution

Lamping, ’81,
runs for Mo.
State Senate
Alumnus runs on
platform of efficiency,
business opportunity

Theology department
clarifies Catholic stance
on death penalty

by Joe Klein
core staff

by Nate Heagney
core staff
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oderick Nunley has been
on death row for almost 20
years, a span that could soon be
coming to a close. Nunley, who
along with accomplice Michael
Taylor, pled guilty in 1991 to the
abduction, rape, and murder of a
15-year old girl, was scheduled
to be executed by the State of
Missouri Wednesday, Oct. 21 at
12:01 a.m. However, a federal
judge in Kansas City recently
placed a stay on Nunley’s execution, determining that until
Nunley was sentenced by a jury,
instead of by a judge as he was
sentenced originally, his execution must be postponed. The stay
was not lifted by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The subject of the death
penalty is a sticky one, especially
among Catholics. Last week,
SLUH organizations Pax Christi
and Students for Life collaborated to raise awareness about the
church’s teachings on capital punishment and Nunley’s scheduled
execution. The groups held a phone
bank, hoping to solicit students to
call Governor Jay Nixon and ask
for the stay of execution.
Theology teacher and Pax
Christi moderator Rob Garavaglia
said the goals of the week were to
raise awareness that there was a
scheduled execution on Oct. 21,
and to clarify the Church’s teaching
about the death penalty—“and then
encouraging everyone to ask for a
stay of execution,” said Garavaglia.
        According to the Catechism
of the Catholic Church, “the traditional teaching of the Church
does not exclude, presupposing
full ascertainment of the identity
and responsibility of the offender,
recourse to the death penalty, when
this is the only practicable way to
defend the lives of human beings
effectively against the aggressor.”
This text leaves open the
possibility for capital punishment
being acceptable to the Catholic
Church. However, in recent years,
momentum among the leaders of
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Musical combustion The superband Wheelhouse Implosion performs last Friday afternoon at the Fall Festival.

SLUH has harvest feast at Fall Festival

football game, 264 students, mostly
underclassmen, attended the Fall
Festival. “It was a quarter of the
school,” student body president
Tim McCoy said. “I thought it was
a good turnout.”
Jack Witthaus
STUCO organized the event to
staff
raise school spirit before the DeSmet game and last
ounds
of
PHOTO BY TED WIGHT
weekend’s other
laughter,
SLUH events. “It
games, and muwas a senior night
sic filled the
(at the football
green space last
game) and the end
Friday from 4-6
of fall sports,” Mcpm at STUCO’s
Coy said. “We also
Fall Festival.
The
pigs.
wanted to promote
Under the githe
band
scene.”
ant orange orb of the sun,
Between
pickup
games, stuperfect weather solidified a day of
dent
bands
Blue
Sol,
Wheelhouse
fun had by all who attended. “It was
great to see a ton of guys having Implosion, and Morning View
fun and hanging out,” junior patoral Drive jammed on a stage set up
representative James Griffard said. outside the Danis Field House. The
“From the pig roast to the pickup bands performed swimmingly.
“From what I gathered, those
football games, there were smiles
who
were there enjoyed what they
all around.”
heard,”
said junior Tom Blood, who
Before the SLUH vs. DeSmet

Hog roast and
three student bands
entertain last Friday

S

organized the bands. “I thought
the harmonicas (played by senior
Zach Harwood and junior Jack
Witthaus) were a wonderful touch
to Wheelhouse Implosion.”
The only thing that stopped
the fun and harmonicas was 350
pounds of roasted hog. Kenrick’s
Meats and Catering slow-cooked
the savory, salivary 160 and 190
pound hogs. The hogs’ heads were
placed on display for curious students to jab and take pictures.
“We had so much pig that Pat
Lally couldn’t have eaten it all,”
junior class president Bryan Matthews said.
Students’ three-dollar dinners
consisted of the meat served between two buns and covered with a
good slathering of barbecue sauce,
with chips and a drink.
Finally, an all-school Running
of the Bills capped the festivities.
Sixty-seven avid SLUH football
fans drenched themselves head to

t. Louis
U. High
alumnus John
Lamping ’81
is currently
in the midst
of a bid for
the Missouri
John Lamping
State Senate.
According to Lamping, he was
inspired by the Jesuit motto of being
a ‘Man for Others,’ and therefore
decided to expand that idea to his
career and adult life, devoting
much of his time to performing
community service. Lamping feels
that his ambition for public office
serves as an extension of that goal.
“I’m not pursuing, or needing,
a career in politics,” said Lamping.
“I don’t want to be a career politician.”
In the spring of 2009, Lamping
approached local Republican Party
leaders and presented his willingness to serve in whatever capacity
was needed, citing his desire to
expand on his nonprofit work. They
asked if he was interested in running for the State Senate; he said he
was. Lamping formally announced
his candidacy in November.
“I said, ‘Look, I know how
to serve, and I want to serve the
community,’” said Lamping.
Throughout his campaign,
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FROM DAUPHIN YEARBOOK OF 1981

by Mike Lumetta
sports editor

“

Doc Murphy in 1981

M

cDonagh’s pass complete to Sansone
for 31 yards and a touchdown.”
Most St. Louis U. High students who have
watched a home football game have heard the
familiar drone before. Though most do not know
the speaker, they know that his voice always
narrates the games on Friday night, consistently
present in the background.
“My goal is to give the essential information
as succinctly as possible, without wasting any
word,” said Jim “Doc” Murphy, who has been

announcing for 43 years, though he retired in
2001. Murphy, who is also a deacon, worked at
SLUH primarily as an American history teacher
and college counselor.
In some ways, the press box reflects Murphy’s bare-bones attitude to his job. The concrete
floor, white walls, and royal blue counter are all
bare except for a few odds and ends. Nothing
but rosters, drinks, the mic, and the scoreboard
operator is on the counter, and chairs take up
most of the space in the press box.
Likewise, Murphy himself is fairly laid
back. He wears gray sweatpants, a navy blue

see MURPHY, 4
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Cross country: District domination
SLUH puts four runners in the top five last
Saturday en route to their 18th consecutive
District crown. Page 5

Schmidt Skypes psych classes
While in Boston for her son’s surgery, AP
Psychology teacher Marge Schmidt communes with her class over Skype. Page 2

Letter: Rethinking the Grad at Grad
It’s time for another dimension for SLUH’s
Grad at Grad: honesty. Dishonesty makes a
loving community impossible. Page 3

Soccer still rolling
Despite a shut-out loss to conference foe
Chaminade, the team is still ranked among
the nation’s elite. Page 5

SLUH explores Lower Rock Creek
Science Club ventured to Lower Rock Creek
last weekend, ascending the Cathedral and
taking in views of the valley below. Page 2

Notebook: The perfect pumpkin
Picking the best pumpkin has more in common with choosing your college or your high
school than you might think. Page 3
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Schmidt teaches psychology classes from Boston
Schmidt uses
Skype to teach
classes remotely
by John Sachs
reporter

F

or AP Psychology teacher
Marge Schmidt’s courses,
class starts immediately at the
tone. The tone, that is, of Skype’s
phone call notification.
Starting this week, Schmidt
has taught her classes via Skype
from the Intensive Care Unit
Conference Room in Brigham
and Women’s Hospital in Boston,
Mass. Schmidt is in Boston to be
with her son as he undergoes and
recovers from his third heart surgery.
“The school has been absolutely, incredibly supportive in
their efforts to help me be here
and be with him, and do my job,”
said Schmidt in an interview over
Skype.
Schmidt is expected to be gone

for three weeks, during which she
will be teaching over Skype and
projected onto the SmartBoard in
class while another faculty member
sits in to monitor the class and act
as her physical presence.
“They’ve really rolled with
it—once they get past the initial reaction to the geographical
distance, they actually get to the
point where they forget that she’s
not in the room,” said Technology
Coordinator John Haefele, who has
been sitting in on the classes.
“It’s been difficult to adjust to
because it’s kind of hard to hear a
lot because (the connection keeps)
going in and out, but overall it’s
worked pretty much the same as
normal teaching,” said senior Stephen Deves.
Several minor problems have
arisen because both the class and
Schmidt are using public connections; there have been some bandwith issues, and the call quality has
decreased as a result. The issue of
Internet connectivity is expected
to be resolved somewhat when

Schmidt and her son
leave the hospital to
recover at a friend’s
house in Cape Cod.
“Once we get
everything set up
and the monitor’s
on, and we see Mrs.
Schmidt there, it just
feels like normal
class again,” said
senior Greg Scheetz.
To resolve some
problems, Schmidt
advises more cameras and a better
microphone system
to monitor the classroom more easily.
Before leaving, Schmidt went
through several trial
runs with Haefele to
become acquainted with Skype and
see how the process of teaching
remotely would go. In one trial
run, she taught class from another
room in the school.
“I think Mr. Haefele is doing

Science Club members backpack along Lower Rock Creek
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by Ben Banet
reporter

B

iology teacher Steve Kuensting led the Science Club
last weekend on its first backpacking trip of the year to Lower
Rock Creek. Kuensting wanted
to take the club to Lower Rock
Creek because, he said, “It is the
best example of wilderness in
Missouri.” Fifteen students went
on the trip; ages and skill levels
varied from novice freshmen to
veteran juniors and seniors.
Students met on the Oakland
Ave. lot on Friday, prepared for
what was forecast to be a rainy
weekend. After a two-hour drive
to the trailhead, located west of
Fredericktown in Mark Twain
National Forest, the group put on
headlamps and hiked two miles
through the dark to a campsite
just above the creek. After eating
Clif Bars and cooking oatmeal for
breakfast, everybody left the camp
to explore the scenic canyon.
As the group explored downstream, Kuensting discussed the
geology of the area and its 1.3
billion year-old igneous rocks.
Once everyone had a chance
to explore the creek and its pools,
the group hiked up the rugged
canyon to the Cathedral, a 300-foot
high dome of rock rising above
the creek. Sitting on a huge rock
between the creek and the Cathedral, the group filtered water and
ate lunch. Some hikers scrambled
up through steep gulleys and loose
rock to the top of the Cathedral
and experienced great views of the
canyon and surrounding hills.
Senior Aaron Heisohn and
freshman David Schmelter both
said the views from the Cathedral
were one of the highlights of the
trip.

Said Kuensting, “The neat
thing about Lower Rock Creek is
that you can’t see any man-made
structures. I don’t know of anywhere in Missouri where you can
see so far and not see any signs of
civilization.”
After everyone returned to
the lunch site, Kuensting led the
group further up the canyon to a
scenic glade. About half the group
decided to make the strenuous,
boulder-strewn climb to the glade
over 300 feet above the creek. From

students played cards as darkness
fell over the canyon. A little later,
a group of students watched the
moon rise above the pines next to
the creek.
The group woke up the next
morning, packed away tents,
picked up trash, and hiked back
to the vehicles. Everyone arrived
back at SLUH a little after noon.
Kuensting said, “The trip went
smoothly. The weather was helpful
since the rain held off.”
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Students listen attentively to a digital Schmidt during class on Tuesday.

an outstanding job with what we
have,” said Schmidt.
Schmidt’s use of Skype follows a pattern of increased usage
of Skype at St. Louis U. High,
starting with the call at the com-

memoration of the Loeb Classical
Collection in the library last year
and English teacher David Callon’s
videoconference with author Juliet
B. Schor earlier this year.

Eating Club reheated
by Nick Janson
reporter

I

t is safe to say that, as teenage
boys, we all love to eat. One
would be hard pressed to find a
St. Louis U. High student who
doesn’t look forward to lunch
all morning. However, this year
a group of students have taken
their love of food to another
level.
The Eating Club, led by theology teacher Chris Keeven and
senior Joe Shaver, is interested in
expanding their love of the culinary
arts by dining at an array of culturally diverse restaurants.
“We decided to make the Eating Club all about experiencing different tastes and finding neat little
places that guys around here might
not know about,” said Keeven.
So far, the Eating Club has
only visited one restaurant, Spiro’s
South Greek restaurant. The six
attendees dined on three entrees,
three desserts, and an appetizer
of saganaki, flaming cheese—all
traditional Greek dishes.
“It was a really nice atmosphere,” said Keeven. “I think
some of the seniors thought that
they might take a date there some
time down the road.”
Although the new Eating Club
has gotten off to a great start, the
various eating clubs in years past
have not had very much success.

Other eating clubs have mainly
focused on fundraising by selling
food, particularly nachos. Although
the new Eating Club might dabble
in fundraising, its main focus will
be on trying different cultures’
culinary styles and enjoying themselves.
“While fundraisers are a great
thing to do,” said Shaver in an email, “the Eating Club emphasizes
eating.”
The Eating Club also hopes to
be somewhat educational. It will
enlighten its members with regards
to any foreign culinary treats.
“There’s no point in making
a club that will meet to eat pizza
and regular foods like that,” said
Shaver. “You can do that any time
with friends.”
Members will not only learn
about different cultures’ dishes, but
they will also be able to enjoy and
observe the different atmospheres
of the restaurants that they visit. Future eateries might include Italian,
Thai, German, Japanese, Turkish,
or Indonesian places, according to
Shaver and Keeven.
Anyone looking to join the
club should contact Keeven, who
can be found in the theology office.
If you are looking to learn a little,
eat a lot, and have a great time with
friends, then the Eating Club would
be right up your alley.
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The Science Club backpacks near a stream in Lower Rock Creek Park.

there, the backpackers enjoyed a
birds-eye view of the canyon and
surrounding hills. After enjoying
the views for a while, both groups
reunited and hiked back down the
creek to the campsite.
Everybody cooked dinner
over their stoves, while Kuensting
enjoyed his smoked salmon. Some

All the students who went enjoyed
themselves and had fun. “One of
my favorite parts was catching a
fish from the creek,” said freshman
David Schmelter.
Heisohn said, “I had a fantastic
time. I loved getting away from
life, school, meetings, and just

see VENTURE, 8

Seven St. Louis U. High students participated in Belleville, Ill.’s “Paint the
Town” festival last Saturday, Oct. 16. Nationally-syndicated radio host Delilah
sponsored the program, which focused on repainting the exterior of businesses in downtown Belleville. From left: freshman Mike Coleman, sophomore
Alex Tarter, freshman Ben Tarter, junior Nick Bruenig, junior Tim Coleman,
Delilah, sophomore Scottie Szewczyk, and sophomore Kenneth Werner.
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Conor Gearin

A new dimension needed for the Grad at Grad The perfect

To the editors:

In hope of starting a conversation about
basic honesty and integrity, I offer, slightly
modified, the text of a prayer service I presented to the Freshmen on October 18:
I was out by the grill in August while
I was visiting my wife’s side of the family
in Wichita, when my dear niece Maureen
asked me an unexpected question. She’d
been telling me about her quest—to read the
Bible all the way through in 2010. (She’d
made it all the way to Jeremiah by that point,
and she said that the Bible wasn’t as bad as
she’d been led to believe.) Then she asked
me what was my favorite part of the Bible.
I didn’t have to think about my answer. It’s
a passage I cherish in John 17.
It’s on Thursday night of Holy Week
after the first Eucharist. Jesus has been
praying for the disciples there with him and
then he turns his attention to “those who
will believe in him through the disciples’
message”—namely, us. Jesus prays, “May
they all be one, Father, just as you are in
me and I am in you. May they also be in
us so that the world may believe that you
have sent me. I have given them the glory
that you gave me, that they may be one as
we are one: I in them and you in me. May
they be brought to complete unity to let the
world know that you sent me and have loved
them even as you have loved me.”
Jesus wants you and me to be one—I in
you and you in me—to be with each other,
in some mystical and meaningful way to
be a part of each other in the same way that
Jesus and the Father are one —I in you and
you in me and, more important, you and your
fellow students in each other. It’s a beautiful
thing to contemplate and it’s near to the heart
of what matters most to me in the Christian
faith. It doesn’t take long to figure out how
to tie this passage to the Grad at Grad. The
graduate at graduation

is loving.
What I have in mind this morning is a
little different, however.
I’ve been increasingly concerned lately
that there’s something missing from the Grad
at Grad. If you’re accustomed to listening
to public speeches—homilies, prayer services, addresses in class meetings or pep
rallies—you probably think that my claim is
a rhetorical device and nothing more. Let me
assure you that it is not. I earnestly believe
that a key point is missing from the Grad at
Grad and that what’s missing should be a
sixth major point.
You have probably learned the five
major points since you started at SLUH
nine weeks ago: The St. Louis U. High
graduate at graduation is—open to growth,
intellectually competent, religious, loving,
and committed to doing justice. The point
that’s missing, the quality that I would like
to encourage in our students while they are
here and that I hope every one of you will
be intensely committed to as you graduate

by

is honesty, telling the truth.
they heard by the end of the week (if not by
Or more simply, I wish that we could the end of the day), but if you are interested
inspire each other not to lie, cheat, or steal. in my proposition, there’s a way to follow
I pulled out a copy of the Grad at Grad up, a version of what I’m saying that’s more
recently and searched the sub-points (there engaging and memorable, that might have a
are 64 of them, by the way) for items that lasting influence on your life and character.
might touch upon what I think is missing. A group of SLUH students began rehearsal
I found we would like our students to be earlier in the month for a play that will be
“pursuing integrity,” to be open to “moral presented the weekend before Thanksgiving.
experiences in a variety of settings,” and that It’s Robert Bolt’s A Man for All Seasons, a
we’d like you to be starting “to form your dramatic rendering of the life of St. Thomas
conscience by which you can evaluate your More—an English Catholic who was marmoral choices.”
tyred in 1535. The complex and compelling
These may imply that you should not story of his faith and his family, his commitlie, cheat, or steal, but they don’t imply it ment to his church and to his own integrity
plainly enough, and they aren’t easy enough will give you that chance to observe and
to find in a four-page document.
ponder truth, integrity, and the dangers of
Why do I think this is so important? In falsehood, to witness integrity being lived.
part it’s personal. Students have lied to me;
A thinker I admire—Tom Shaffer, who
Students have cheated in my presence; and is retired from Notre Dame’s law school—
somebody in this building has taken what believes that we can learn ethics from ethical
was mine—my mostaccioli out of my lunch heroes—actual and fictional. Come and meet
bag in the Currigan Room refrigerator and St. Thomas More later in the month and learn
my Cardinals sweatshirt out of the lost and from his example.
found bin in the locker room.
Most of all, I think, it’s important not Chuck Hussung
to lie, cheat, or steal because deceit corrupts English
and corrodes relationships, communities,
and the soul of the deceiver. Let me stress
CARTOON BY BOBBY LUX
this point: When
you lie or cheat,
you corrupt your
relationship to the
person you’re lying to—whether
he or she ever
knows for sure
that you’ve been
lying. When you
lie, you poison
your community,
making it harder
for others to be
open and trusting. And finally,
when you lie, you
corrode your own
soul, making it
harder for you to
be open and trusting.
Or to tie my
point to the Gospel of John, it’s
hard for you and
me to live in the
mystical love of
Christ if we’re lying to each other.
Now, I know
that these prayer
services (and letters to the editor)
may not have a
lingering effect.
Some students
don’t listen, and Cartoons are the opinion of the artist and do not reflect the opinion of either the Prep
News or Saint Louis U. High.
many forget what

Clearing up facts regarding M216’s donation
To the editors:
I am writing in response to an article in
the eighth issue of this year’s Prep News that
pertained to the large food drive donation
made by junior homeroom M216.
The article presented the possibility that
such a large donation was only made possible
by the movement of non-listed items from
freshman homerooms to M216. This idea is
incorrect.
I have talked to Ms. Bieber, who led
the food drive effort, and discovered that
no freshman items were placed in other
categories. The team that counted the items
removed all non-requested items and these
items were set off to the side and were never
counted towards any homeroom’s total.
As co-representative for M216, I kept

a running tally of how many items our
homeroom had. My final count was around
350 items and dollars. I had been wondering
how our homeroom could have had a final
count so different from my tally and several
people presented the possibility to me that
some freshman goods had counted towards
M216’s final count. After the article’s publication, I cross-referenced my numbers with
Ms. Bieber’s and found her count for the
amount of money M216 donated to be much
higher than what I had tallied. I discovered
that several students from my homeroom
had come in later in the day and had donated
more money to the drive.
The final count of items for M216 is
made up of items and money donated only
by M216. After seeing the young men in
our homeroom put forth such an incredible

effort, I could not allow their accomplishment to be diminished in any way. The
troubles with the article are not the fault of
any of the Prep News staff or reporters. They
resulted as a product of my misinformation
compounded by miscommunication between
the interviewer and myself. The main bulk
of what I said when I was interviewed was
about not having any regrets this year and so
I will not. I will continue to strive to fix the
damage I have done. The hard work of M216
should not be seen as a point of conspiracy
or jealousy but instead as a challenge to all
homerooms, including our own, to continue
the tradition of selfless giving that SLUH
has always been known for.
		
Benjamin Hilker
On Behalf of M216

Editors: Nick Fandos, Conor Gearin, Mike Lumetta, Patrick O’ Leary, Eric Mueth

pumpkin

“There’s no such thing as a perfect pumpkin,”
the mother told her toddler on the tractor ride
to the Eckert’s pumpkin field.
It was good of her to make that clear
to him at such a young age, I thought, as
we bounced along on the huge trailer full
of a dozen families, breathing in dust and
exhaust from the big-wheeled tractor. That
day, my family was one of many looking for
well-shaped pumpkins—to carve, to harvest
a crop of seeds, to let sit on the porch and
slowly rot. Respite, I suppose, from being
one of many families tirelessly looking for
the “right fit” among an overgrown orchard
of colleges.
And four years ago this time I was
looking for that same perfect fit among St.
Louis’s Catholic high schools. Back then, I
didn’t have so much freedom to choose for
myself. In middle school, the process of
choosing a pumpkin every October involved
a lot more vetoes from my parents than
today—I’d have to put down several that
were too big, too normal, or too lopsided. I
could neither distinguish the best choice, nor
did I feel any pressure to—it didn’t hurt me
to be indiscriminate. Similarly, I couldn’t see
clearly what school would be best until about
sixth grade. After that, SLUH was where I
was going—a fact universally accepted in
my family. It was the most academically
challenging school, and that was that.
College is different. The “wrong”
schools, the schools that “don’t fit” for me,
quickly stand out, like premature rot on a
pumpkin. My family and I know what we
don’t like. But once these choices are eliminated, we find that the perfect pumpkin, the
right fit, doesn’t stand out so quickly.
In fact it doesn’t exist. My experience
has validated that claim a thousand times
over. We should not look for the right fit
but the best fit, not the perfect pumpkin but
the pumpkin we like best. The one I choose
always has some good character and has
defects I can live with. This one may lean
funny on its side, but it has such perfectlyformed ridges and such a golden orange
color that it has to be the one.
As these big groups of middle schoolers
with their families are wheeled in by Mrs.
Schmelter, I can tell many of them aren’t
as sure as I was about high school; some
of them are probably as unsure as I am of
college. I didn’t really know how to look
when I was their age, but I do now. And it’s
similar to what I look for in a pumpkin—good
character.
If I had to choose my high school
again, I would listen for interesting, lively
conversations about English texts, about the
latest hit movie—to see if there would be
peers in the school that would welcome me.
I would look for torn backpack straps—an
index of academic engagement. I would look
for that corner of the school that isn’t kept
perfectly clean and polished, the one that
students have some freedom to make their
own—the STUCO room, the CSP commons,
the newspaper office—and see if students
have trashed it or made it a unique, livable
space, a sign of a healthy community.
In other words, I would choose SLUH
all over again. I’ve seen all these healthy
signs over the past four years. And although
the way we obsess over our grades—perhaps
our most obvious blight—drives me crazy, I
guess I’d rather care about grades than not.
But what about college? My criteria are
roughly the same, but now there are many
new things to consider—distance from home,
dorm quality, even meal plans. I’ve eliminated the ones with the obvious blemishes,
but that still leaves nearly a dozen schools
I wouldn’t mind going to. College is a different kind of squash entirely. I suppose I
just have to remind myself that there’s no
perfect pumpkin, and choose the one that
feels best to me—it’s all I can do.
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Murphy loud and clear for 43 years; tries to avoid partiality
(From the Front Page)

baseball cap, and a navy SLUH Pastoral
Activities T-shirt with a quote from Matthew
reading, “You are the light of the world.
Your light must shine before all, that they
may see your good deeds and glorify your
heavenly Father.”
Murphy arrives at SLUH around 6 p.m.
on game night and heads to the press box
after checking the bathroom and grabbing
a Diet Coke. By 6:30, scoreboard operators
Patrick Zarrick and John Ross and spotters
Dexter Allen and Patrick Mooney—both C
football players—have arrived and settled
in.
Murphy becomes very business-like near game
time, though, as
he welcomes the
crowd, announces
the national anthem,
and introduces the
coaching staffs.
He explains
the procedure for
calling a play. On
any play, the spotter for the offensive team informs
Murphy who was
involved in the play,
and Murphy calls
it. Then Murphy
repeats the process
with the defensive
spotter and announces the down
and yards to go. In
this game, Mooney
handles SLUH’s
roster, and Allen
takes Mehlville. It’s
important to get in
a rhythm, Murphy
explains, because
the job is not too difficult then.
“The main part of this job, both for me
and for these guys, is focus,” he said. “We
have to focus.”
To help establish a rhythm early, Murphy
and the spotters run through Mehlville’s
roster to identify hard-to-pronounce names.
With his many years of experience, Murphy
is an expert with names.
“Remember, on German names we
pronounce the second vowel,” he advises
the two freshmen.
Soon enough the captains march onto the
field for the toss. Mehlville wins but defers.
SLUH elects to receive and defends the south
goal, and Murphy announces the result. He
introduces the officials, and Mehlville kicks
off.
“First and 10, St. Louis, at their own
42-yard line,” Murphy intones, and the game
is underway.
SLUH’s offense comes out firing, with
McDonagh and Sansone connecting on the
aforementioned 31-yard touchdown, but
the first few minutes are rough in the press
box. The spotters struggle to have names
ready for Murphy when he needs them, and
sometimes he has to skip a call or two.
“It gets easy, because it’s always the
same guys,” Murphy tells Mooney, advising
him to identify backs and receivers before
the play starts.
About halfway through the first quarter,
the spotters get into a rhythm, and the flow of
Murphy’s calls becomes smoother. Mooney
leans on the counter on Murphy’s left, and
Allen does the same on the right. Both have
players’ names ready for Murphy when he
turns to them to make the call. Besides a little
confusion on Mooney’s part over naming
Lan and Stefan Sansone, Murphy and his
team have hit their stride.
One of the most important components
of his announcing style, Murphy tells me, is

his commitment to keeping the calls neutral.
He said, “Another thing I try to do—or
don’t do—is I don’t editorialize, and I don’t
try to dramatize too much. ... I want to give
it to them straight.”
Murphy said that once a friend who
taught at CBC, Brian Hagerty, accused him
of partiality. He replied that he used the same
words for both teams.
“He said, ‘But your inflection is different,’” Murphy recalled. “I said, ‘Well,
pardon me.’”
But, Murphy continued after Lan Sansone recovered a Mehlville fumble, his work
is in large part based in an ethic of getting

though, Murphy sticks to the formal names—
Mehlville and St. Louis rather than Panthers
and Jr. Bills.
Murphy said, “Like anything else at
SLUH, we want the best, and I like the field
announcing to be the best.”
As the second quarter rolls along, Murphy, Allen, and Mooney are very much in
sync, though Murphy occasionally has to
reprimand one or the other for not giving
the name right away. Murphy stays on task
by checking yardage with Ross and Zarrick,
who, not bound by the need for neutrality,
occasionally offer commentary on plays.
“And, you notice, one problem we have
periodically is the
FROM DAUPHIN YEARBOOK OF 1993
coaches up here
tend to distract
my spotters ...
and sometimes
they try to call
the game for me,”
Murphy jokes.
But overall
Murphy enjoys
the announcing
job.
“Generally it’s
very fun, especially on a night
like this. ... Especially when
it’s cold out,
and rainy, this is
the best place to
watch the game
from,” he says.
As halftime approaches, Murphy hands out
food vouchers
supplied by Assistant Principal for
Academics Tom
Becvar (generDoc Murphy (left) and Charley Merriott
ously giving one
to me as well) and
the call right—everything from runs and asks Allen to grab him a Diet Coke while
tackles to kickers, holders, and penalties.
he visits that night’s reunion. He likes to
“I want to sound kind of precise and like visit the reunions, he tells me, because most
we know what we’re doing here at SLUH,” usually the reunion is for a class he taught.
Murphy said.
“Yeah, I’m not gonna describe all that,”
Meanwhile, SLUH’s offense has Murphy says of a wild play with 16 seconds
marched down the field. To our left, Ross left involving a pick by senior Edwin Young,
cheers on a McDonagh-Klug pass connection a fumble on the return, and a recovery by
as SLUH breaks into the red zone.
senior Elliot Fish. Instead, he names the
“Nice move! That was a nice move right recovery by Fish.
there,” he says when Klug dances to tack
McDonagh takes a knee to end the half,
on yards after the catch. Murphy, of course, and the five people in the press box escape
stoically announces the gain.
the press box to enjoy halftime.
Murphy said that the freshman football
Murphy is a little late getting back to
players who spot are vital to his job, though the press box for the start of the second half,
they sometimes make mistakes or have to so Ross lets Allen announce the beginning
learn at first.
of the second half.
“When they come up here at first, they’re
“Good job. Alright!” Murphy praises
a little clueless, and I depend on them for Allen as he strides back in, and it’s back to
what I say,” he said.
the routine.
Of course, sometimes Murphy’s depenThe second half is quieter than the first,
dence on his spotters does cause mistakes. in part because SLUH has a 42-0 lead and
His most famous error came when a fresh- the mercy rule has taken effect.
man spotter misidentified a SLUH tackler as
Murphy remarks to me that, again,
McCall. McCall, though, was in the hospital. neutrality and fairness are key to his job.
“So he’s the only guy who’s ever gotten “We don’t try to rub it in to the other team if
credit for a tackle while he’s in the hospital,” they’re losing this bad,” he said, illustrating
Murphy chuckled.
a hypothetically arrogant, drawn-out “St.
But, for the most part, Murphy enjoys Louis 42, Mehlville 0.”
working with the spotters. He likes them
But, with SLUH up by so much, Murphy,
to have a chance to be up in the press box, Ross, Zarrick, and the spotters are free to
and they get to opt out of harassing fans to have a little more fun with their jobs.
buy programs. Besides, he says, freshman
“Did you get the kick?” Ross asks eafootball players have a simple incentive to gerly when backup kicker and fan favorite
do the job well—they’ll want to be correctly John Milner comes in for a kickoff.
identified when they play on varsity in two
Murphy asks Allen, a cornerback, and
or three years.
Mooney, a linebacker, about their seasons
For Murphy, though, getting it right and reminisces a little about coaching.
extends beyond Friday nights. He regularly
Mehlville has a Murphy, too, which
studies other announcers to pick up good provides fodder for jokes.
habits and to avoid bad ones. For example,
“Murphy fails to gain,” Doc Murphy
he learned to say “Stubbs fails to gain” on announces. Inside the press box, he exclaims,
no gain from the announcer at the University “I can’t say that!”
of Notre Dame. Unlike many announcers,
“Bringing back bad memories of your

running back career, huh?” Ross teases.
“Come on, Murphy,” Doc urges a few
plays later.
The influx of second-stringers for SLUH
forces Mooney and Murphy to scramble to
acquaint themselves with the new players,
but eventually that, too, becomes fun, as a few
freshmen get into the game. With Mooney
and Murphy hesitating on identifying the
tackler, Ross interjects that it was Andy
Reek, one of his freshman students.
“We have freshmen on the field for St.
Louis,” Murphy announces, to the delight
of the home fans.
“So excited! I’m so excited!” squeaks
Allen as his friend T.J. Daniels almost blocks
a punt. Murphy gives a shout-out to T.J., one
of last week’s spotters.
With the mercy rule, time runs out fairly
quickly, and Murphy announces the end of
the game: “The game comes to an end with
the final score St. Louis 42, Mehlville 7.”
He thanks the crowd for their attendance
from Mehlville and SLUH, and ends, “Please
have a safe drive home.”
And that’s the game.
“We’re not going to do it perfectly, but
we want to do it well,” Murphy said of why
he takes his job so seriously. He added, “You
want to give the right kids credit, because
these guys are out on the field and making
plays. They want to hear the right name
called.”
SLUH football has been a part of Murphy’s life since he was a boy. His father—
Lawrence Murphy, ‘20, a member of the first
SLUH football team—took him to games.
Announcing his father on SLUH’s all-time
team several years ago ranks among the highlights of his career, along with SLUH-CBC
games at Busch. Murphy enjoys announcing
in part because it keeps SLUH football in
his life.
“It’s a way for me to stay connected
with SLUH, and also with the SLUH football
program.”
And he sees no end to his announcing
career in the near future, as Athletic Director Dick Wehner keeps asking him to call
games.
“He says I can keep the job as long as
I want,” said Murphy. “So I guess I’ll keep
it as long as I talk.”

Corrections and
Amplifications
-In issue eight, the Prep News reported
that Christian Probst plays the Artful
Dodger in Variety’s production of Oliver!. Probst actually plays Oliver, the
title character.
-In issue seven, the Prep News reported
that seniors Brad Pitlyk and Kevin
O’Meara launched the “Whose Line is it
Anyway?” club. In addition to Pitlyk and
O’Meara, seniors Kevin Kleinschmidt,
Patrick Quinlan, and Justin Ragland were
founders of the club.
National Honor Society
(NHS) will hold an induction
ceremony next Wednesday, Nov.
3rd. The ceremony will recognize all
of the fall 2010 NHS inductees. It is
mandatory for all NHS members to
attend.

KILLING SWINE

(from 1)

toe in blue paint. Although their efforts were
brave, the blue-clad SLUH fans did not see
a victory from the varsity football squad.
However, Blood was proud of the outcome.
“All the work was absolutely worth it,”
Blood said. “It was exhausting but in the best
way possible.”
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XC moves through Districts, on to Sectionals

vealed its secret weapon. Sophomore Nicolas
Stewart, who was hanging back for most of
the first half of the race, pulled ahead to run
with, and then in front of, Meier. After two
loops of an alternately hilly and flat course
around McCluer North’s campus, the runners
by Greg Fister
approached the finish line. Stewart finished
reporter
first, but SLUH runners Meier, Rubbelke,
espite the absence of several crucial McLaughlin and sophomore Tom Laughlin
seniors including top runner senior held the next four places.
Finishing 11th overall was sophomore
Tim Rackers, the St. Louis U. High cross
country team finished first at Saturday’s Matt Nicholson, and not far behind him
came sophomore Joe Archer in
District meet at McCluer
North High School. With PHOTO COURTESY OF MO.MILESPLIT.COM 17th place. Junior Joe Esswein
battled a tough injury to finish
the win, the team quali32nd.
fied for Sectionals, and
The fact that SLUH could
revealed some often overhold all but one of its top varshadowed talent in the
sity seniors out and still win
process. Despite many
overwhelmingly “shows the
seniors having to take the
incredible depth of the team,”
ACT the day of the race,
said head coach Joe Porter.
SLUH’s team performed
He remarked that sophomores
remarkably well, with the
Nicholson and Archer, due to
top four runners all finishtheir fast race times, qualified
ing in the top five of the
as individuals for the Sectional
race. The win came after
meet, but will not race because
solid performances by the
the lineup for Sectionals insecond and third teams at
cludes seniors who could not
the Clayton and Borgia
run at the District meet.
Invitationals, respectiveMeier, who usually is
ly.
right behind teammate RackThe conditions were as
ers in most races, finally got a
good as any runner could
chance to shine by himself on
ask for, with cool but not
Saturday, because Rackers was
chilly weather, when the
taking the ACT.
varsity race started at 10:15
“It was a different feeling,
a.m. Senior Joe Meier, the
not having Tim in front of me
only SLUH senior in the
the whole race; it felt good
race, sped ahead to the first
to be in the lead. It’s a great
place position in the first
feeling, but it probably won’t
mile, his bright red hair
happen again,” said Meier.
matching the fall foliage
He was pleased with the race
perfectly. His surge up a
results, though he was aiming
short hill in the first 400
to come in first place.
meters put him comfort“The more important
ably in first, with juniors Determined senior Joe Meier takes
the race by the horns.
part was getting out fast, and
Michael McLaughlin and
simulating what will happen
Nathan Rubbelke behind
him. Meier, McLaughlin and Rubbelke ran at State. I felt like we accomplished that as
past the mile marker in times of 5:13, 5:19, a team,” said Meier.
Of the next two meets of the season,
and 5:20, respectively.
But shortly after that, McCluer North re- Meier said, “Sectionals will be a team-

Meier leads SLUH in
the absence of top
runner Rackers

D

Soccer drops tough loss to CCP

It was the
MCC Standings
Jr. Bills’ biggest loss of the 1. SLUH 20-4 (2-1)
2. Vianney 16-6 (3-1)
year.
C h a m i - 3. CBC 14-5 (2-1)
n a d e ’s b i g 4. Chaminade 20-6 (2-2)
by Patrick Hart
back line kept 5. DeSmet 13-7 (0-3)
reporter
SLUH’s very
he varsity soccer team’s nine-game potent offense at bay the entire game. The
winning streak was snapped in a sur- Red Devils’first goal came off a four-on-three
prise 2-0 loss to Metro Catholic Confer- breakaway, which ended with Chaminade’s
forward ripping a shot over senior goalie
ence rival Chaminade last Saturday.
According to senior captain Rob Carr, Andrew Evola.
Their next goal came off a free kick
“they were good, but not nearly good enough
miscue. All of the U.High defense came up
to beat us. We just didn’t come to play.”
to attack, leaving Evola alone
PHOTO BY TED WIGHT
on the SLUH half. The Devils
stole the ball and broke away.
Despite Evola’s hustle to get
back, Chaminade scored the
final goal of the game.
Head coach Charlie Martel did not seem too worried
about the loss, saying, “I know
we can beat them.” Although
the game ended 2-0, it could
have very easily gone the other
way. The rematch could be
much more meaningful; the
Bills could face Chaminade
next Thursday in the district
playoffs.
SLUH rebounded from
the loss well with a 1-0 win
over Parkway South on Monday. Martel was proud of
the way his team regrouped:

After 2-0 loss,
SLUH’s national
ranking drops to 24

T

Senior Richie Hoffmann dribbles between two Chaminade defenders.

see SOCCER, 8

oriented race. We’ll stay as a pack for the
whole 5K, and then let Tim do his thing at
the end. State is often a hard race to plan
for, mostly because it usually doesn’t go as
planned, but our (tentative) plan is always
the same: pack up during most of the race,
and have a strong finish.”
An exciting subplot throughout the
race was the ongoing competition between
Rubbelke and McLaughlin. McLaughlin was
ahead of Rubbelke for most of the first two
miles, but Rubbelke pulled ahead in the last
800 meters to finish in third.
The Sectional meet will be held at
McNair Park in St. Charles this Saturday.
SLUH will race the other top three teams
from the District meet (Webster Groves,
McCluer North and Hazelwood West), as
well as four teams from St. Charles.
Rubbelke, who will be racing at Sectionals, offered his wisdom about this crucial
time in the cross country season.
“This is crunch time—it’s time to focus,
get your mind into it, and race hard.” He
hopes and believes that SLUH can win next
weekend and at the State meet, and echoed
Meier’s emphasis on the team’s pack strategy,
which must be employed for a win at either
meet.
“We can’t control how other teams
race,” said Porter, “we can can control how
we race, and if we race well, and another
team races better than us, we’ll just tip our

5

hats to them. But we need to focus on our
team and what we can do—that is our hope
and focus.”
Other cross country highlights:
—SLUH raced its third seven at the Borgia
Invitational on Saturday, Oct. 16. The top
finisher from SLUH was sophomore Joe
Archer, who finished in 23rd place with a
time of 17:57. SLUH finished fifth overall
in the meet, facing its intense hills with
bravery and talent.
—In a traditionally seniors-only race last
Friday, SLUH placed third overall, running
mostly its second seven in the Clayton Invitational. Seniors Dan Raterman and Alan
Ratermann finished in third and fifth place,
respectively. The course was in Clayton’s
mildly hilly Shaw Park. Piles of acorns
plagued the runners throughout the course.
—The Open race at the District meet last
Saturday was open to any high school
runners, and SLUH ran its meet alternates
juniors Jimmy Griffard and Michael Pollihan.
“When I heard the guy call all runners to line
for the ‘Fun Run,’ I knew it was going to be
a fun time,” said Griffard of the experience.
Griffard won the race, for his first ever first
place finish. Pollihan finished right after
Griffard; both of their times were in the
low 18:20s.

Conversation of the Week

PN talks to Alan Ratermann

by Mike Lumetta
sports editor

I caught up with varsity cross country runner Alan Ratermann to find out about XC’s
synergy and chances at State.
ML: So, SLUH’s fresh off a District victory and once again a top team in the
state. What’s the road to State look like
for you guys?
AR: We have Sectionals coming up this
weekend. We’re going to be racing the same
top seven at Sectionals as we will at State, so
we’re gonna be getting some good experience in racing with the guys. We’ll be able
to come together, know what each other can
do. We’re feeling really confident. It’s great
to be No. 1, but we know people are out to
get us now, so we’re going to be wary and
focus on our own race and not so much the
competition.
ML: I’m curious—do you think Rackers
has a shot at the individual title?
AR: Yeah—I do, I do. He’s a very competitive
person, very tough, and so he has a shot at
going the distance with the other guys from
across the state.
ML: For Sectionals, the team has already
run the course at McNair once this season
before. How does that affect your mindset
and preparation going into Sectionals?
AR: Since we have seen this course before, it
is going to feel a little bit more comfortable.
We know what we’re doing. We know the
hills; we know the course. There is some
changes that are going to be in the third mile,
so that’ll be a little bit different. But we’re
going to go over those before the race, and
we’re going to walk it. And we should be
ready, should know the course pretty well,
turn by turn, and it should make us feel ready
to race.
ML: So, this fall you’re doubling up as
a varsity runner and Vice President for
Pastoral Activities. How are you juggling
STUCO and XC?
AR: It’s tough, and some weekends are quite
busy with meetings and races. But I’m having a blast doing it. It’s a lot of fun. Both
guys from both groups are very good to get
along with, they help me out, covering for
me here and there. So it’s going great.

ML: Pack running is pretty famous as
a SLUH XC strategy. Besides getting to
run next to Joe Meier’s flaming hair, how
does that actually help you during a race?
AR: This is going to be good. … So, running in the pack—it’s really good to have
such a good group of guys to run with. Joe
being as good-looking as he is with his great
flow, and his just champion attitude, it really
helps. The rest of the pack is great. We have
a really solid pack of five guys right behind
Tim that are all capable of being All-State,
all good contenders, and we should be able to
compete with the other packs—or the other
teams’ packs—across the state. And that’s
where we’re looking, like we’re going to
have the advantage, is in our fifth and sixth
and seventh runners, where the other teams’
No. 4, 5, and 6 won’t be as strong. So that’s
hopefully where we get the advantage.
ML: So, synergy?
AR: Synergy.
ML: I always hear about it. What is it?
AR: So our team synergy—versus entropy,
of course. Synergy over entropy. Our synergy—we have this unique team bond that—it
all focuses around this synergy sword that
we have. That sword is wielded by Adam
Boehm. And Adam Boehm’s synergy sword
is a motivational tool used in synergy zones.
And synergy zones are surge zones where you
pass people because we have more synergy
than they do. So, team unity equals we beat
them. Synergy.
ML: So is Boehm replacing the inimitable
Michael Koenigs now?
AR: He’s making a good attempt.
ML: Thanks, Alan.
AR: No problem.
ML: Good luck on Saturday.
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Neal leads DeSmet past Bills in Districts Underclassman
seven first half points.
The Jr. Bill offense started the game
with a flourish. The Jr. Bills moved the ball
to midfield in just three plays. The drive
stalled at the 50-yard line, though, and the
Jr. Bills punted the ball deep into the DeSmet
half to set up Neal’s touchdown return. After

four guys, and it just kinda threw us off.”
McDonagh led the Jr. Bills to three
fourth quarter touchdowns but the lead was
insurmountable.
McDonagh and the passing attack came
Ryan Dowd
up with another impressive performance but
Reporter
just could not put the ball
PHOTO BY TED WIGHT
he St. Louis U. High Jr.
in the end zone when it
Billikens dropped their
mattered most in the third
second District game against
quarter.
Jesuit foe DeSmet. The loss
“If we can catch some
makes tomorrow’s game vermore balls and give Trevor
sus Lindbergh a win-or-go
an extra second or two, I
home contest for both teams.
think we’ll be fine,” said
The Jr. Bill offense found
Mathews.
success against the Spartan
The Jr. Bills face a dodefense but could not cash
or-die situation versus a
in yardage for touchdowns,
strong Lindbergh ballclub,
and the Jr. Bill defense had
ranked No. 8 in the area.
trouble containing the speedy
The Flyers beat fellow
Spartan running attack, espeDistrict opponent Mehville
cially in the second half.
and stand tied at 1-1 with
Central to the game was
the Jr. Bills going into the
DeSmet junior stalwart Durron
final game. The top two
Neal. A prime college prospect
teams in each four-team
who drew University of OklaDistrict will advance to
homa coach Bob Stoops to
the playoffs, so tomorrow’s
Friday’s game, Neal can run,
winner will join DeSmet as
catch, throw, tackle, and cover
District 2 playoff teams.
with anyone in the state. The
For reasons unknown,
Jr. Bill defenders knew this too,
several key Lindbergh
McDonagh unloads the ball as the DeSmet rush bears down in Friday night’s loss.
but that didn’t help them corral
starters were suspended
the mustang in the maroon No. 5 jersey.
the teams traded turnovers—a McDonagh for the DeSmet game two weeks ago. UnOn his first touch early in the first quarter, interception and Blume’s fumble recovery— fortunately, these players made their return
Neal fielded a punt inside his own 5-yard and the offense began to click once again. against Mehville and will play against SLUH.
line, a bad idea for anyone without ridiculous The Jr. Bills carved up the Spartan defense
This season has been demanding for
special teams skills, but Neal broke through en route to the red zone. The Jr. Bills stalled the Jr. Bills, but hopefully they can come
the first wave of Jr. Bills and galloped along once again, however. Brian Silvestri booted through against Lindbergh.
the sideline for a touchdown.
a field goal to get SLUH on the board, 7-3.
Mathews said, “(The seniors) are firing
In a maroon blur, the Jr. Bills were down Drops and penalties held the Jr. Bill offense up all the juniors to play as hard as we can
early once again.
back for the rest of the game.
because we want the kids next year to do
Junior free safety and defensive captain
The Spartans turned the tide in the the same for us.”
Paul Simon said, “He’s different from other second half however. After Neal’s initial
guys. Tackling him in the open field is harder fumble on the first play of the half, recovered
than with other guys. He’s not just fast—he’s by Brusati, the Spartans scored 20 straight
tandings
also shifty.”
points. They found success running the ball
The Jr. Bill defense caught the Spartan with a combination of Neal and Agnew and
offense at the worst possible time. After broke off several big gains.
Football:
losing several key offensive players early
Neal finished the game with two rush1. CBC 8-1 (4-0 MCC)
in the season, the Spartans turned to Neal, ing touchdowns and three total and Agnew
2. Chaminade 6-2 (3-1)
a converted wideout, to provide the passing, finished with two rushing touchdowns as
running, and scoring for the offense from well.
3. DeSmet 5-4 (2-2)
the quarterback position. Just as Neal has
“We were on the field for a long time
4. SLUH 4-5 (1-3)
become comfortable in this role, several of and weren’t getting many stops. Then Durron
5. Vianney 1-8 (0-4)
those key Spartan players have returned in started to make some plays,” said Simon.
the past few weeks. Included in this group
The Jr. Bills had little to show for their
is Oregon State recruited running back work in the third quarter. After a field goal
Malcolm Agnew.
on their first second half drive, the Jr. Bills
Underclassmen sports
The Jr. Bills still performed fairly well, were shut down. While the Jr. Bills struggled
updates from exam
forcing two fumbles that were recovered to break the plane of the goal line, DeSmet
by seniors Joe Blume and John Brusati. began to put the game out of reach.
week will be online at
The defense did make several good plays,
Junior right tackle Bryan Mathews said,
sluh.org/prepnews/
including holding the Spartans on a fourth “When we had to pass the ball, they dropped
ucsports.
and short in the red zone, and only allowed guys back and brought pressure with just

SLUH faces win-or-gohome contest against
Lindbergh tomorrow

T
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Compiled by
Mike Lumetta

Conversation Cube—”Scrubs”
Senior football
kicker/cornerback
John Milner

Senior runner
Nick Herrmann

Senior swimmer
Kevin O’Meara

“Less work. Nothing’s expected.”

Junior goalie
Ryan Suddarth
“Making the managers get me some
Wehnerade.”

Favorite bench activity/part of being
second-string ...

“Chatting it up with
John Brusati on the
sidelines.”

“Porter’s not there as much,
and there’s a pirate as our
main coach.”

If I did this I would
start in our next
game/race ...

“Took Russian.” (coach
Rob Chura teaches Russian)

“Blood doping.”

“Sang some TSwizzle.”

Hidden talent

“Speaking Nigerian
with Big Mo “The
Show” Oginni.”

“Applying Bengay.”

“I’m the dirtiest
dancer.”

“There is none.”

Pump-up song

“‘Where Da Hood
At’ by DMX.”

“‘Everyday Normal Guy’
by John Lajole ... he’s a big
YouTube guy.”

“I’ll Make a Man Out
of You.” (from the
movie Mulan)

“Club Can’t
Handle Me.” (by
Flo Rida and
David Guetta)

Coke or Pepsi?

“Coke.”

“Both. It’s
America.”

“Coke. No doubt.”

“Became a
senior.”

“Coke. No doubt.”

sports updates

JV Football (1-8)
Monday, October 25
DeSmet 27, SLUH 0
With a dismal offensive performance against
rival DeSmet, SLUH relied on defense to
stop their MCC opponents. Defensive tackle
Xavier Reese led the team with 15 tackles,
wreaking havoc on all ball carriers with one
sack and three tackles for a loss.
—Drew Brunts
C Football (5-4)
Thursday, October 21
Hazelwood West 35, SLUH 0
In its last game of the season, SLUH could
not get a solid drive going on offense. Mitch
Boyer kept the defense motivated by recording tackle after tackle. Plagued by injuries,
though, SLUH lost some starters in the
second half, and Hazelwood West handed
SLUH the loss.
—Robert Braddock
JV Soccer (11-1-3)
Thursday, October 31
SLUH 3, Rockwood Summit 0 in Suburban
Tournament
The JV soccer squad won big in its last
game of the tournament and the season to
top off an impressive season. Junior Joey
Gasperoni had two goals as the Jr. Bills won
the tournament
B Soccer (12-0)
Saturday, October 23
SLUH 3, Chaminade 0
Sophomore Blake Edwards scored the first
goal after maneuvering around several
Chaminade defenders, sophomore Teddy
Thorpe netted the second after sophomore
Matt Steurer’s shot hit the post, and sophomore Zach Hoffman added the clincher for
the Jr. Bills as they continued their quest for
the perfect season.
—Justin Sinay
Monday, October 25
SLUH 4, Parkway South 0
Sophomores Nick Kocisak and Zach Hoffman scored two early goals, and late in the
first half sophomore Sam Farrell scored off a
beautiful pass from sophomore Dan Buehler
as the Jr. Bills won their 12th straight game.
—Justin Sinay
C Soccer (17-0)
Saturday, October 23
SLUH 1, Chaminade 0
SLUH came out fighting in an extremely
physical game. A goal by Michael Harris
gave the team a lead to continue their perfect record.
—Michael Daugherty
Monday, October 25
SLUH 2, Eureka 1 in Parkway Tournament
SLUH had trouble with its usually stellar
ball control, making this game a challenge.
John Espenscheid scored a beautiful goal
followed by another beautiful tally by Brian
Fletcher to give the Jr. Bills the win.
—Michael Daugherty
JV Cross Country
Friday, October 22
Second at Clayton Invitational
A lower level of JV, led by the seniors, came
up with a solid second place finish behind a
strong O’Fallon team. Seniors Simon Clark
and Max Waters finished in sixth and seventh
with times of 18:50 and 18:53 respectively.
Wednesday, October 27
First at Findley Invitational
SLUH ran all but the top seven and injured
runners in the JV. Senior Riley Konzen took
first in a very fast race, finishing in 17:13
and leading the large group of runners to a
victory in the last meet of the season.
—Eric Mueth
C Cross Country
Wednesday, October 27
First at Findley Invitational
SLUH ran impressive times to close out the
season. Swan won the race after breaking
away from Rubio on the final stretch, finishing in 17:19. The Jr. Bills scored 16 points
for the victory.
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Lamping’s main focus has been on increasing the attractiveness of Missouri as a state
to do business, adding that, “in the perfect
world, government would be more like
business—more efficient and doing more
with the revenues that it has.”
“I came back to St. Louis (15 years
ago) because I love St. Louis, and it’s a
great place to raise a family … but it’s not
the best place to do business, and I’d like to
change that,” said Lamping, who proposed
supporting entrepreneurial ventures and
providing credit to startup companies.
“I think that a lot of problems we’re
trying to solve in the not-for-profit world
are problems created by bad public policy,”
said Lamping, who serves on the Board of
Trustees for both SLUH and Fontbonne
University.
Lamping intends to continue working in
finance regardless of the election’s outcome,
because of the part-time schedule of the
Missouri General Assembly.
Lamping believes that the characteristics that make the Senate a citizen’s
legislature make it much more responsive
to local concerns.
“The advantage of having men and

NUNLEY

women (representatives) live and work in
the community is that they’re very in tune to
what’s going on in schools, in businesses, in
the community,” said Lamping. “It happens
so often with people we send to Washington
that they don’t listen anymore—they lose
touch with what’s going on.”
During his time at SLUH, Lamping, who
presently serves on the Board of Trustees,
felt that he “wasn’t a top student, but a pretty
good one,” who didn’t have much interest
at all in politics. He played on the varsity
soccer team for two years, and worked two
jobs during the offseason—one in the office
of SLUH’s disciplinarian.
After graduating from SLUH, Lamping
majored in Economics while at Princeton
University and earned an MBA from New
York University. He spent roughly the next
dozen years living in the Northeast, where
he worked in the central service industry and
concentrated on investing in capital markets.
Lamping returned to St. Louis 15 years ago
to start a family.
The 24th Senate district, where Lamping is running, runs through north central
St. Louis County, beginning at the citycounty border, encompassing the Clayton/

Mid-County area, and continuing westward
through Ladue and Des Peres before extending north to Creve Coeur and St. Ann. This
district had been trending Democratic in past
years, having elected retiring Sen. Joan Bray,
a Democrat, with 52 percent of the vote in
2002 and 61 percent in 2006.
The experience of running a locallyoriented political campaign, according to
Lamping, is “a great life journey.”
“When you run, you go door to door, one
at a time, face to face, you look at (voters)
and see what they actually have to say. It’s
quite an opportunity to walk the earth and
meet all different types of people—when
you go from St. Ann to Des Peres to Clayton,
you’ve got lots of diversity,” said Lamping.
This particular Senate race is one of the
very few competitive legislative races in the
state; irrespective of the district’s Democratic
lean, Lamping feels confident in his chances.
“I think that if voters turn out and those
who are enthusiastic to vote do, then I think
we’ll do well,” said Lamping.
Lamping will face County Councilwoman Barbara Fraser, a Democrat, in
Tuesday’s election.

Zinn, ’07, hosts SLU TV’s “Mondays in Midtown”
by Eric Mueth
assistant sports editor

I

n an attempt to broaden Saint Louis
University students’ knowledge of the
community and local government, St.
Louis U. High alum Mark J. Zinn, ’07,
in conjunction with SLU TV, has begun a
show titled “Mondays in Midtown.” The
show first aired in early September, and
Zinn plans to broadcast the show every
Monday throughout the school year until
his graduation this coming May.
One of the major foci of the show is

the upcoming mid-term elections. The show
has covered the heated Senate race between
Secretary of State Robin Carnahan and
Representative Roy Blunt. Zinn has also
interviewed Representative Russ Carnahan
and his challenger Ed Martin. Additionally,
Zinn has analyzed the State Auditor race,
Proposition A, and Amendment 3, among
other political topics.
Zinn has been able to work with local
TV media such as Mike Roberts, Elliot
Weiler and Dave Murray. Recently “Mondays in Midtown” took a short tour of the

Fox 2 News studio. Also, Zinn had dinner
with Chris Hanson from Dateline NBC. He
interviewed him and was forced to do his
impression of Hanson in the presence of the
national correspondent.
Zinn will continue to attend the board
of Alderman meetings every Friday, and
will turn some of the show’s focus to issues
such as education, and possible city/county
boundary changes.
To see the show, visit the “Mondays
in Midtown” Facebook page and click on

Swimming splits against MCC rivals
by Cullin
Reporter

T

Tripp

he Jr. Bills (8-3, 2-1 MCC) split their
last two meets against DeSmet and
Chaminade, beating DeSmet 141-39 but
falling to Chaminade 112-77.
“We did great!” exclaimed coach Rachel Graczak of the meet against DeSmet.
“We came out with a lot of energy because
of Senior Night, and I think that carried us
through to a quality win, and 43 dropped
times.”
Senior captain Michael Hagerty, junior
Amir Paschal, freshman Luke Sloan, and
senior captain John Lewis led the way,
accounting for 48 of SLUH’s points in in-

dividual events. Hagerty took first in the 50
free in 22.76, Paschal won the 100 fly with
a time of 55.57, Sloan finished first in the
100 back with a time of 1:00.27, and Lewis
grabbed first in the 100 breast at 1:12.14.
Expectations are high for Sloan, who is
still closing in on State in the 100 back—the
only race in which SLUH does not have a
qualifier. He swam a great race, commanding
the lead from start to finish, but couldn’t find
that extra burst at the end.
Although SLUH lost to Chaminade,
Graczak hopes that the loss will shock the
team and fire them up for the next meet
against MICDS.
“We looked tired, not our usual selves,”
she said. “I think we need to get our focus
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back, and maintain it until the end of the
season.” Graczak has high hopes for the team
at the Metro Catholic Conference meet and
State.
The Swimbills will face MICDS at
the RecPlex on Saturday in preparation for
MCCs on Wednesday and Friday.

Samuel L. Jackson
Quote of the Week

“Just ‘cause you pour
syrup on something
doesn’t make it pancakes!”
—from the movie “Juice”

Volume LXXV, Issue 9 Credits
“Favorite Halloween Costume”

Nerd” Dowd, Greg “Priest” Fister, Paul “Hercules” Fister,
Jack “BP oil spill” Godar, Patrick “Ginny Weasley” Hart,
Nick “Capt Hook” Janson, Stephen “Facebook” Lumetta,
John “Knight-Errant of the Order of the Rainbow Unicorns”
Sachs, Justin “Ghost of Mr. Bill May” Sinay, Adam “Pea Pod”
Thorp, Cullin “Dr. Robert Jarvik-Inventor of the Artificial
Heart” Tripp
Staff Photographer: Ted “The Situation” Wight
Contributing Photographers: Franklin “Astronaut” Warner
Staff Artist: Bobby “Silent Bob” Lux
Moderator: Mr. Steve “Severus Snape” Missey
Advisor: Mr. Tim “Tobias Fünke” Huether

(from 1)

the Church has been to make capital punishment a non-negotiable issue. According to
the United States Catholic Conference of
Bishops’ website, “ending the death penalty
would be one important step away from
a culture of death and toward building a
culture of life.”
        While celebrating Mass here in St. Louis
in 1999, Pope John Paul II called capital
punishment “both cruel and unnecessary.”
        The current Pope, Benedict XVI, said
about the death penalty in 2009, “It cannot
be overemphasized that the right to life must
be recognized in all its fullness.”
        For all practical purposes, the church is
presently against the death penalty, explained
theology teacher Ralph Houlihan, S.J.: “We
have to have a consistent life-ethic. If we
are against abortion, then we must also be
against the death penalty.” Houlihan noted
that other issues, including euthanasia and
embryonic stem cell research, would fit into
the same category.
Students for Life moderator David Callon said, “The Church has been quite clear
that we believe in the inherent dignity and
value of all human life from conception until
natural death. There are no exceptions. …
If we start talking about ‘Well he doesn’t
deserve to live anymore because of X and
Y,’ that’s a dangerous line of thinking.”
        Garavaglia said that Catholics had a duty
to become aware of the death penalty. “First
of all, as a person of faith you know what
the Catholic Church teaches on particular
issues. And then one of our fundamental
callings as a Christian is to be involved in
society, and our involvement is shaped and
guided by the Church’s teaching. And for
the most part, people are unaware of the
death penalty.”
        According to the official website for
the national Pax Christi organization, one
of Pax Christi’s primary focuses is on the
spirituality of nonviolence and peacemaking, and “Pax Christi USA denounces and
resists the evils of violence while striving
to reflect the Peace of Christ.”
        Expanding on that, Garavaglia said,
“Fundamentally we try to individually reject
all forms of violence. Obviously, (the death
penalty) is a form of violence. A discussion
of human rights makes absolutely no sense
if you are not also defending life.”
Missouri Attorney General Chris
Koster, ’83, could not be reached for comment on Nunley’s case. Koster has said
publicly that his office will continue to push
forward with the case, which is now under
review within the Missouri Supreme Court.
Callon said that the Nunley case was
important with respect to the dangers of
the death penalty. “He did deserve not to
be a part of our community. He broke the
contract. We have a place that’s safe to put
people like him where he can hopefully be
rehabilitated and receive the mercy that all
of us deserve as sinners,” said Callon.

Elevator passes go
on sale next Tuesday

Freshmen in search of a
quicker way to transport
themselves and their massive
pile of books should look
no further than the SLUH’s
senior-run elevator service.
To purchase a pass, head to
the senior chill room. Don’t
bother bartering with the senior for price. You can trust
them. They know what they
are doing.
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Today
Sophomore Retreats
AP	
Snack–Bosco Sticks
4pm
B Soccer @ CBC
4:30pm JV Football @ Lindbergh
6pm
Soccer @ CBC
Lunch

Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Philly Cheese Steak

Friday

No Classes

No Classes-Faculty Retreat
7pm

Football @ Lindbergh

Saturday, October 30

10am
12pm

Cross Country @ Sectionals
B Soccer @ CBC Tournament
Soccer @ Districts
Swimming @ MICDS

Sunday, October 31
11am

KEEN

Monday, November 1

No Classes

Tuesday, November 2

Schedule R

All Saints Day
Wrestling Begins

AP

Rosary
Junior Class Mtg.
College Visits:
Pomona College (8:30am)
The University of Alabama (M112)
The Ohio State University (M114)
Webster University (M116)
Snack–Waffle Fries

2pm

ISSL Presentation

From left: seniors Thomas George, Riley Konzen, Gino Perrini, Ben Emnett, Phil Nahlik, and Nick Hermann and some of their dates
pause for a picture at Fall Ball, held on Saturday, Oct. 16. Juniors and seniors packed the Louis Spiering Room at the Sheldon Concert
Hall to dance the night away in the company of their fellow upperclassmen and their dates. This was the first year in recent memory that
Fall Ball was held at the Sheldon.

VENTURE

(from 3)
relaxing.”
“I had lots of fun and liked hanging out around the
campfire after hiking,” said freshman Danny Schneller.
Kuensting thinks that Science Club trips like this are
important because “students learn to think for themselves
in a very real way. They have to plan meals, plan to share
equipment, and plan to have a shelter. … They learn some
of the costs and benefits of exercise and food, how to get
water, how to make a fire, cook their own food—the list
goes on and on.”

In addition, Kuensting incorporates some of his Field
Biology and Geology knowledge into the trips, such as why
plant communities differ on north-facing and south-facing
slopes, why the brightness of fall colors is dependent on
the amount of precipitation an area has received, how to
identify plants and animals, the effects of storm damage,
why maintaining a safe water supply is important, why fossils are not found in igneous rock, and many other topics.
Kuensting concluded, “Students are having fun exploring, but they are also learning so much, often without even
realizing it.”

SOCCER
(from 5)

Forecast printed with permission of
the National Weather Service.
St. Louis, MO Weather
Service Office
Phone: 636-441-8467
Compiled by Conor Gearin

“Hoffman had a great goal, the
finishing was back. We are a tough
team to beat with the lead.”
Senior forward Ryan Hoffman’s goal came off of a great pass.
Hoffman settled the ball calmly
and took a shot that blew past the
Patriot goalie.
It looked like the Jr. Bills would
score again later, but windy conditions seemed to damper the attack.
Junior goalie Ryan Suddarth got
the nod for his fourth start of the
year in the Parkway South game.
He put together an impressive game
en route to his third shutout.
Ranked No. 24 nationally by
ESPN RISE, SLUH has a huge
rematch against rival CBC tonight.
The Jr. Bills beat the Cadets earlier
in the year to win the CBC Tournament. The match this evening at
CBC is for the MCC title.
“It will be a good one,” said
Carr of the upcoming grudge match.

Color
Imagination
Excercise
Think these leaves would look
nice in color? So do we. With
your support the Prep News
could bring you all the beauty of
autumn exactly as you perceive it
with your human eyes. Become
a member of the Prestigious
Editor’s Circle with a donation
of only 25 Curdts.

Lunch

Special—Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Philly Cheese Steak
District Soccer Semifinals

Schedule R

Wednesday, November 3
AP

Freshman English Tutorial
College Visits:
		
Liberty University (M116)
		
Loyola University Chicago (M114)
		
Rhodes College (M112)
		
Xavier University (M108)
		
Snack–Pretzzel Braids
		
6:30pm NHS Induction
Lunch

Special—Meatball Sandwich
Healthy—Breakfast for Lunch

Schedule R

Thursday, November 4
AP	

Jr. Ring Orders
STUCO Forum
College Visits:
		
Army ROTC (M115)
		
Oberlin College (2:15pm)
Snack–Bosco Sticks
Lunch

Special—Domino’s Pizza
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan
District Soccer Finals

Schedule R

Friday, November 5

Football Sectionals
AP	
Jr. Ring Orders
Freshman Class Mass
Snack–Garlic Bread
Lunch

Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Soup in Bread Bowl
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